TAKING GENDER INTO ACCOUNT IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

More Than Just Women's Studies*

GILLIAN CREEESE AND VERONICA STRONG-BOAG

Gender plays a major role in defining the character and circumstances of daily life. Since the 1970s feminist scholars, and those who have been influenced by feminist scholarship, have produced reports, articles, books, videos, films, and radio broadcasts which document the critical influence of gender. For those of us located within and transformed by this perspective, it is easy to forget that the significance of gender in all social analyses is far from uncontroversial. While we have been engaged in the discovery and reconsideration of women's lives, much mainline, malestream scholarship continues apparently undisturbed by the insights that a feminist analysis offers. In some ways, gender is viewed as belonging especially to women; just as in the nineteenth century women were considered "the sex." According to such a perspective, men stand as the universal norm, appearing to possess neither gender nor sex. Men's gendered role is neither examined nor questioned by authorities who see men as the effective measure of humanity, or rather mankind. In the 1990s and beyond, if it is to be at last comprehensive and accurate, the study of British Columbia requires simultaneously both more research on women and recognition of the significance of gender in shaping the experience of both sexes in the province.

Femininity, like masculinity, is socially constructed. Differences between women and men, and girls and boys, are not simply derived from innate biological processes. That women have the capacity to bear children does not presuppose that women will be responsible for all child-rearing, preparing daily meals, or cleaning the toilets. The meaning attached to sex differences varies cross-culturally, through an

* Earlier versions of this article were presented at the BC/Atlantic Studies meetings in St. John's in May 1992 and in Victoria in November 1992. Our thanks to Jean Barman, Julie Cruikshank, Arlene Tigar McLaren, and Cole Harris for their comments on earlier drafts.
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individual's life course from infant to elder, and has changed over the history of British Columbia. The existence of matrilineal clans among the First Nations suggests far more equal relations between women and men than in past or present European societies, but few, if any, communities have entirely escaped a system of social relationships that privileges men and boys in relation to women and girls. Whatever form it takes, all known societies have attached differential meanings, socialization, and roles to the two sexes, and thereby constructed the social reality of gender. In most cases, the result has done considerable injury to women.

For all the reforms won by feminists, inequality between women and men still remains in place across Canada. By virtue of their class, race, ethnicity, age, (dis)ability, and sexual orientation, some women have been much more privileged than others; but by virtue of their sex all women have been situated on the periphery of power and privilege in comparison to their brothers. Governments in Canada, far from impartial, have often used legislation and policies to reinforce gender inequities. From protective legislation that kept women out of male jobs, to laws denying women the right to vote or guardianship over their children, to those restricting access to birth control or abortion, the legal structure has often been premised on the denial of female equality and the assumption of male privilege.

Yet, for all the evidence of the different treatment and conditions of the two sexes, scholarly debate about the nature of British Columbia

---

1 It should be noted that the categories of race used in Canada, and other societies, have no basis in scientific research. Not unlike the notion of gender, which is socially defined rather than biologically given, the concept of race is socially constructed and varies historically and cross-culturally. In the nineteenth century, for example, the Irish were considered a distinct (and inferior) race from the English in Canada, as were other southern European groups in the early twentieth century, although all are popularly considered part of the “Caucasian” race today. Although race has no scientific validity as a basis for distinguishing among people, its importance is the social significance a society comes to attach to specific markers (be it skin colour, facial shape, or culture) through a process known as racialization. The study of race examines the historical and contemporary processes of racialization, and the racist ideologies and behaviour that people experience. For discussions of the social construction of race see Robert Miles, *Racism*, (London: Routledge, 1989), John Stone, *Racial Conflict in Contemporary Society* (Cambridge: Harvard University Press 1985), B. Singh Bolaria and Peter S. Li, ed., *Racial Oppression in Canada*, 2nd edition (Toronto: Garamond Press, 1988), and Vic Satzewich, ed., *Deconstructing A Nation: Immigration, Multiculturalism & Racism in ’90s Canada* (Halifax: Fernwood, 1992).


has for the most part failed to take gender into account. A dominant theme in B.C. historiography is the controversy over the relative importance of race and class, with scholars lining up either behind the historian Peter Ward's advocacy of the ideology of race and racism as the key determinant in shaping the province, or the sociologist Rennie Warburton's insistence on the greater significance of capitalist structures and class conflict. A few observers have also sought to look at the relationship between the dynamics of race and class. But the unitary construction of the concepts guiding most of this research has for the most part limited understanding of both class and race to the world of men.

In the great majority of discussions about race and/or class, women have remained absent, either as class actors or as members of ethnic or racialized communities. Evidence of what constitutes class-based or racialized practices and consciousness has focused on issues and events as seen through and defined by a minority of British Columbians — mostly white males, and occasionally men of other racialized communities. In debating whether particular events occurred due to racism or class struggle, historical subjects have been treated as if constituted separately as classes and racialized groups, rather than as both simultaneously. Not surprisingly, this kind of analytic separation, so evident in most work on the province's ethnic communities and its workforce, also remains resolutely ungendered.

Yet, for all the failure to acknowledge the presence of gendered subjects, gender has not actually been ignored in debates about the nature of B.C. society. In fact, gender has figured centrally in what scholars have selected as research questions, the choice of facts to accumulate, and the assigning of significance. This focus on the male sex has been largely unconscious and usually unstated, and thus gender has not been employed analytically. Men's contribution to British Columbian society is naturalized as the normal order of things and its gendered character thereby obscured, while women's contribution is rendered "deviant" or entirely invisible. In the process, the lives of women and men are distorted.

In particular, the meanings attached to being male, that is the gendered nature of masculinity itself, have seldom been subjected to


Rarely have men been studied in relation to the women and children with whom they live, or their behaviour considered in terms of the social construction of masculinity. The male experiences of politics, work, community, or colonial domination are mistaken for the full, or most normal, range of options. In most cases this male norm not only excludes women, it is further limited to heterosexual men of British, or at best European, origin, ignoring gay men and those from other racialized groups. How becoming and being a man may take different forms is left unexamined. As a result, despite the preoccupation with one sex, we know less than we might about what it actually means to be male in B.C.\(^6\)

It seems necessary to emphasize that men too are gendered, and to ask what that means in our research. Like women, men live in a world in which their sense of self, the social norms they learn to accept, their sense of appropriate social roles for themselves and others, and generally the structure of possibilities and constraints throughout their lives, are all shaped by the social construction of patriarchy\(^8\) and masculinity and their variation by class, race, culture, sexual orientation, and historical period. But despite claims to the contrary, no one has yet, as one historian rather mischievously proclaimed, “redinked” the history of British Columbia.\(^9\)

The tradition of Eurocentric and malestream thought in academic research\(^10\) has combined with the polarization of debate around the meaning of class and race in B.C. to make it extremely difficult either to advance the discourse itself or to propose a still different interpretation.\(^11\) Feminist scholars in the province, and elsewhere, have had to struggle to enter a contest whose terms already largely excluded their

---


\(^8\) Patriarchy refers to a system of social relationships, including both ideologies and structural differences in power, that privileges men while disadvantaging women.


contribution. For two decades now, feminist scholars have demanded equal time for the discussion of gender in causation. Yet any perusal of publications on British Columbia tends to the conclusion that, for the most part, this is a dialogue of the deaf. While a growing number of publications consciously explore aspects of women's lives, the great majority remain determined to cast male experience as the social norm. The last fifteen years of the journal *BC Studies*, for example, includes only twelve articles that focus on aspects of women's lives, and an additional eleven that include some consideration of gender, out of nearly two hundred articles published. Recently a special anniversary issue of *BC Studies* celebrated twenty-five years of scholarly research on B.C. with articles on anthropology, economics, history, literature, political science, and sociology. Most of these essays ignored the influence of feminist work in their respective disciplines. A welcome development is the appearance of the present special issue of *BC Studies*, with its effort to explore the meaning of gender and the experience of women in B.C. It should be noted, however, that this special issue on gender has followed those on, inter alia, Vancouver, historical geography, archaeology, cultural history, the First Nations, politics and government, and labour.

Part of the reason for the continued failure to take gender seriously is linked to the common assumption that problematizing gender equals the study of women. Since gender is assumed to be the special prerogative of women, a feminist perspective can only be applied to research where women are physically present in the context of the study. To take gender into account, in this view, is to support separate women's studies and to acknowledge the presence of women when they directly enter the scholar's field of vision. We do not want to downplay the importance of acknowledging women, especially given the previous almost total silence about women's lives, but it is, quite simply, not enough. The absence of women in some context — for example, turn-of-the-century logging camps — or the absence of men in another context — like daycare crèches during World War II — is

12 The authors conducted an examination of *BC Studies* numbers 44 through 103 (1980-1994), identifying articles focusing on women or "women's issues" and those including some attention to gender relations. The twenty-three articles meeting these criteria account for approximately 12 per cent of those published during this period.

13 It would appear that some disciplines have been more profoundly influenced by feminist research than have others. For a discussion of the importance of gender in sociological research on B.C. see Gillian Creese, "The Sociology of British Columbia," *BC Studies* 100 (Winter 1993-94): 21-42. The only other article in the anniversary issue that includes any reference to gender, though it is not extensive, appears in Robin Fisher's "Matter For Reflection: BC Studies and British Columbia History": 59-77.
also directly linked to the social construction of gender. Feminism, as a theoretical perspective, and women's studies, as an area of specialization, have developed hand-in-glove; but feminist insights have much wider implications not confined to the area of women's studies. An appreciation of the significance of gender requires a rethinking of the entire world, not merely of female lives.

To a certain extent, early feminist scholarship on B.C., like its counterpart elsewhere, contributed to this tendency to conflate women's studies with the study of gender. Despite divisions among different theoretical schools — chiefly liberal, radical, and socialist in the early years — feminist scholars tended to bring women into a discourse from which we had been excluded by prioritizing gender as the central social process, and by downplaying the crucial meanings of class, racial, ethnic and other identities and power relations. Such was the case, for example, with many of the selections in *In Her Own Right* (1980) and *Not Just Pin Money* (1984), the first two volumes on women in British Columbia. While much can be said in defence of path-breaking investigations, often conducted in face of ridicule and antagonism, the narrow orientation of some studies also made it easier to ghettoize feminist scholarship. Women's studies, so it seemed, "did" gender, in the process letting everyone else off the hook, able to concentrate on the general study of life in British Columbia.

Over the last decade, however, feminist scholarship as a whole has shifted. This transformation has taken investigators from the early add-and-stir approach that placed women in existing malestream accounts, to woman-centred research that refocused questions from the vantage point of women, and finally toward non-sexist research that problematizes gender relations for women and men. While far from complete, and more common in some aspects of feminist scholarship than others, the latter position represents a shift to recognizing that gender is a key determinant in men's and women's lives.

The evolution of feminist scholarship, so long dominated by white, heterosexual, middle-class women, has been increasingly challenged

14 For further comments on these perspectives see "Introduction" to G. Creese and V. Strong-Boag, eds., *British Columbia Reconsidered: Essays on Women* (Vancouver: Press Gang, 1992).


by working-class activists, lesbians, and women of colour, among others, to recognize the limitations of a white, heterosexist, and middle-class perspective. In learning to listen to those who wish to tell their own story in their own words, self-conscious feminist scholarship is slowly relearning and extending old lessons about privilege and exclusiveness. As a result, feminist emphasis on prioritizing gender has increasingly shifted to the interconnections among gender, race, and class in shaping the lives of all women and men in different ways. The work of anthropologist Julie Cruikshank, notably her *Life Lived Like a Story*, and sociologist Alicja Muszynski, among others, reflect this shift. In B.C., the sophisticated recognition of the historical interconnections among ethnicity, class, and gender, such as revealed in Joy Parr's *The Gender of Breadwinners*, is, however, as yet only too rare. And while the connections between gender, race, and class are receiving more attention, issues of sexuality and sexual orientation, among women or men in B.C., have yet to be subjected to serious scholarship.


While feminist discourse has been slowly moving to reconsider simple dualisms, malestream scholarship has, for the most part, ignored and marginalized feminist insights into the complexity of human relationships. The continued belief that feminist theory and concern with gender relations are equivalent to women’s studies, and that gender is only to be commented upon when women are directly present in the research field of vision, limits far too many studies of B.C. Stubborn assumptions that gender has no relevance to the study of general processes and social institutions continue to thrive, as if there are any institutions we have created, or social processes we have experienced, that take place fully outside of the context of gender relations.

To be sure, recent developments in the study of First Nations peoples suggest the decentring of Eurocentric thought. Where previously aboriginal life was examined through the spectacles of a small group of white males, scholars are now attempting to view events through native peoples’ eyes. Recent articles by Cole Harris on the Fraser Canyon and Robert Galois on the burning of Kitsegukla, like the study of the potlatch by Douglas Cole and Ira Chaikin, show a new appreciation for the complexity of First Nations culture.23 While gender remains absent as an analytic tool in these particular assessments, the sensitivity of native studies scholarship to questions of appropriation and voice promise a willingness to deconstruct male identity, to consider its multiplicity and simultaneity. Elsewhere in Canada, developments in labour studies are also making a tentative start to deconstruct male identity in the self-conscious analysis of the meaning of masculinity among white male workers.24

Unfortunately, the potential, glimpsed in First Nations and labour studies, is as yet largely unrealized in most evaluations of British Columbia. The publication of three recent texts reveals the state of the field in general. Patricia Roy’s *A History of British Columbia* includes

---

writers in B.C. have also made a marked contribution to Canadian literature. Readers who wish to explore this contribution should consult writing by Ann Cameron, Jena Hamilton, Daphne Marlatt, Shani Mootoo, Jane Rule, and Betsy Warland.


only one article in which the subjects are women.\textsuperscript{25} Only two other articles show any consideration of gender relations, both, not coincidentally, on schooling in B.C.\textsuperscript{26} Overall, the collection fails to acknowledge the role of gender relations in the formation of the province. Similarly, women and gender relations are absent from George Woodcock's \textit{British Columbia: A History of the Province}.\textsuperscript{27} While this volume attempts to integrate the perspectives of the First Nations, at least before Confederation, women (including First Nations women) are invisible save for the woman suffrage campaign. In welcome contrast, Jean Barman's \textit{The West Beyond The West}\textsuperscript{28} attempts to integrate women and First Nations peoples throughout the discussion of the province's economy, society, and politics. At the present time, unfortunately, Barman's work stands out as the exception rather than the rule in B.C. historiography.

As feminist scholarship moves beyond women's studies, and intersects with other interdisciplinary areas like labour and First Nations studies, it encourages us to take gender into account in all our research. This means consciously problematizing the naturalized gender constructions, social divisions, and power relations of the past and present. It means assessing how the social construction of, and relations between, masculine and feminine worlds help constitute human life in whatever sphere we are studying, as indeed they shape our very conceptualization of boundaries and linkages between social spheres. Mapping this new scholarly terrain is still uncertain, but as the following examples demonstrate, contributions to women's studies in British Columbia offer a point of departure in rethinking the entire province's history. Studies of gender relations among First Nations, in planning single-industry towns, in schooling, in the organization of domestic and wage work, and in issues of violence suggest the inseparable ties between the social construction of gender and its interconnections with race and class for understanding the general processes ongoing in society.

\* \* \*


\textsuperscript{26} Jean Barman, "A Tradition Emerges," and J. Donald Wilson, "The Visions of Ordinary Participants: Teachers' Views of Rural Schooling in British Columbia in the 1920s," \textit{A History of British Columbia}.


\textsuperscript{28} Jean Barman, \textit{The West Beyond the West: A History of British Columbia} (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991).
Jo-Anne Fiske's assessments of the Carrier peoples of the Nechako Plateau,²⁹ with their identification of the complicated interconnections of racial and gender identities, reappraise conventional notions about First Nations communities and their involvement with peoples of European origin. A portrait of connected spheres of female and male authority and respect emerges in which First Nations women are not marginal figures. Despite accounts of British Columbia which characterize European-First Nations relations only in terms of a racialist dynamic,³⁰ gender assumptions were embedded in the behaviour of each group. As Fiske demonstrates, the Carrier response to European fur-traders, gold-seekers, churches, settlers, and legal regimes was framed with reference to a pre-existing gendered culture which was disturbed rather than destroyed in the course of contact. In the process, female and male identities emerge not as monolithic but as contested terrain. While Europeans acknowledged only male leadership, and attempted to mould aboriginal societies in their image, the Carrier continued to accept both women and men in positions of power.

Perhaps paradoxically, some actions of the federal and provincial governments contributed to the further empowerment of women. The federal banning in 1911 of the weir fishery weakened men's role in the domestic economy while the role of women, who were traditionally responsible for the net fishery, was simultaneously strengthened. As traditional care-givers to their extended families, Carrier women have readily taken up positions as paid administrative and support staff for the elected council and as health and welfare para-professionals. Carrier men have no comparable recourse to wages and thus to authority in a capitalist economy. When viewed through the lens of European patriarchy which expects Carrier men to take precedence in public life, the role of women in Carrier social structure appears problematic. When viewed through the lens of feminist scholarship, the relationship between colonialism and capitalism in B.C. history now appears simultaneously as a gendered process that has different outcomes for women and men.


³⁰ See, for example, Robin Fisher, Contact and Conflict: Indian-European Relations in British Columbia, 1774-1890 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1977).
As many local histories with their testimony to the efforts of female as well as male pioneers illustrate, settlement occurs in the context of ongoing gender relations.\textsuperscript{31} Nowhere is its gendered nature more evident than in single-industry towns. Dianne Newell, Marilyn Porter, and others\textsuperscript{32} have shown that fishing communities cannot be understood without sustained investigation of the interconnected nature of female and male labour. Similarly, the instant or company town phenomenon of the 1960s and 1970s in B.C., assessed by scholars like John Bradbury and Patricia Marchak,\textsuperscript{33} shows that male job prospects and skewed sex ratios daily construct the lives of women and men in different ways, making the experience of one sex incomprehensible without reference to the other. In towns like Gold River, Kitimat, Mackenzie, and Fraser Lake, definitions of femininity and masculinity have been tightly woven into the constraints of limited employment opportunities. The high wages and shift work available to men in mills and mines affect their understanding of masculinity, and inevitably influence their contacts with colleagues and relatives. With few exceptions, women’s waged work has been limited and, for most, has not offered much of a focus for identity outside of home and family.

The planning of “suburbs in the bush”\textsuperscript{34} took for granted that the sexes had very different careers.\textsuperscript{35} In the apportioning of land, settle-


\textsuperscript{34} See Margaret F. Nunn Bray, “No Life for a Woman: An Examination and Feminist Critique of the Post-World War II Instant Town with Special Reference to Manitouwadge,” M.A. thesis, Queen’s University, 1989.

ments have been sharply divided into industrial and public space, effectively labelled male, and domestic and private space, assigned preeminently to women. In Kitimat, the gender hierarchy implicit in this allocation was confirmed by Alcan's failure to implement many original town planning proposals designed to make Kitimat a good place for wives and mothers. Initial proposals from planners that fathers of young children not be required to work night shifts so they could share fully in family life were, for example, ignored. Kitimat's ability to make profits for Alcan for much of the period since its founding have given it a reputation as a success, but what is the meaning of its accomplishment for women? In 1977 the Northern Women's Task Force concluded that:

women of Kitimat are most often wives who are kept indoors (with their children, if preschool age) due to the inclement weather, and the lack of support services for a major portion of the year; and it is known that there is a high incidence of mental illness for unemployed wives. Yet employment opportunities are scarce and even when a job is found it rarely offers enough money to live on. The lack of usable daycare again handicaps women in their efforts to become employed. When family breakups occur, women are more often than men the heads of single-parent families; and more women end up on welfare than men.

No wonder single-industry towns have been regularly dismissed as "no life for women." Taking gender into account in the analysis of life in single-industry towns paints a very different portrait than analyses that construct the general processes of economic development as an ungendered (but male-centred) experience.

Much as settlement is organized with regard to gender, so too is schooling and the transition to work. A recent volume by Jane Gaskell, Gender Matters From School to Work, sets out the consequences of commercial classes and secondary schooling for working-class girls

36 These included the creation of a community centre, a day care centre, and extensive, covered play areas for children. The impetus behind these suggestions was indicated in the comments of one planner, Lois Barclay Murphy, "Efficient workers must also be happy workers; and they cannot be happy without happy wives and children. . . . Frustrated, cross children drive their mothers crazy; cross wives frustrate their husbands. Good health adjustment requires planning for all ages."); Kitimat Townsite Report, 1951-2: 43.
37 See the failure to take up the recommendations either in the Kitimat Townsite Reports (1951-2 and 1953-8) or in the Northern Women's Task Force, Report (1977).
and boys. Beginning in the late nineteenth century, vocational education was commonly introduced to provide practical training for the majority of students who would not advance beyond high school or aspire to professional or managerial jobs. Today, overwhelmingly working-class students enrol in secretarial, business, industrial, and commercial classes as time-worn routes to immediate employment on leaving school. Just as they did earlier in the twentieth century, girls and boys assume that certain classes are most appropriate to each gender, with girls gravitating toward commercial classes while boys enrol in technical and industrial subjects. In co-educational institutions children are matter-of-factly channelled, not only by their own inclinations and talents but by a series of social expectations framed in terms of gender, class, and race. In contrasting Gaskell’s working-class youngsters with Jean Barman’s boys in the Vernon Preparatory School or Elizabeth Bell-Irving’s account of girls at Crofton House School,\(^{40}\) differences of class and gender clearly interact to foster wide variation in the sense of entitlement. Other studies of industrial schools for children designated as deviant or criminal\(^{41}\) and of residential schools for First Nations youngsters\(^{42}\) confirm how so-called equal educational opportunities have shaped and furthered long-standing inequities in the province. To some degree girls shared the experience of their brothers, but female students, like those at the Lejac Residential School, always encountered a system which presumed a certain model femininity. Boys similarly encountered assumptions about what behaviour and careers were appropriate for adult males.

In whatever programme they have found themselves, children develop very specific ideas about the appropriate relationship between work and home. Pragmatic observers of the world about them, girls regularly expect to assume the primary responsibility for domestic labour, and their choices of waged labour are made accordingly. Boys, in contrast, regularly anticipate continuing their fathers’ advantages in fewer domestic responsibilities and envision a more sustained and


better-paid commitment to the labour market. As a result of their observations and of adult and peer pressures, children of similar intellectual gifts make very different academic choices. Parents, teachers, and students contribute to the creation of distinct agendas played out in the classroom and the schoolyard, where gendered, class, and racial identities are simultaneously negotiated. Once adults, most women and men experience considerable difficulty in veering too far from the gendered courses set in their childhood.

While studies in education are confirming how childhood schooling and adult career choices have been profoundly influenced by gender, most research on work in British Columbia is limited to paid labour in the formal economy. Unpaid work, in the home, on the farm, or in the family business, is usually invisible and unvalued; it is also mostly performed by women.43 Only slowly are the tools, skills, and politics of these workplaces being explored. In the meantime old assumptions die hard. Concepts like “working mothers,” coined to refer to mothers in the paid labour force — as if full-time mothers do not work — still crop up in discourses of every kind. All mothers work, but some also work for pay and perform a double day of labour. Martin Meissner’s research on domestic labour in B.C. shows that when we add paid and unpaid work together, women work considerably longer hours than men.44 Yet ironically the academic and public image of the quintessential worker is still male. Indeed, it seems that wages themselves confer a degree of masculinity, the absence of which can be problematic for men.

Failure to recognize the gendered construction of labour also affects most studies of paid work. A central feature of the formal economy is systematic gender segregation of the labour market. Women constitute nearly half the labour force today but work in a limited number of occupations, mostly clerical and service, with few possibilities for promotion and much lower wages than men, a pattern that has changed little over the last century.45 Most occupations are gendered, considered especially appropriate for one sex, and women’s work is

43 For example see Barbara Powell, “The Diaries of the Crease Family Women” in this volume.
systematically devalued through the historical construction of gender-biased definitions of skill. Feminist scholars have begun to research many aspects of women's paid labour, from experiences in female-dominated occupations to women's influence in trade unions. Women's presence in the provincial labour force is now routinely included in mainstream research. In some respects, feminist research has had its greatest impact, outside of women's studies, in the study of paid work; yet most research fails to include gender as anything more than another descriptive variable. In fact, gender relations structure the labour force, and men's and women's participation in it, in much more profound ways than are currently acknowledged in most studies.

As Melody Hessing's research on clerical workers in B.C. has shown, the gendered worlds of paid and unpaid work are intimately connected, with heavy domestic responsibilities structuring women's labour force participation and rationalizing their subordinate position in the workplace. It should be equally clear that domestic arrangements determine men's labour force participation too, and the assumption that men are normal workers affects the way paid work is organized. Male career and mobility patterns, involving a primary commitment to the workplace, are conceptualized as the norm, but typically rely on women doing the marketing, cooking, cleaning, laundering, and child-rearing. If we take gender relations into account, we realize that without women's unpaid labour men's labour force participation would be different and more restricted. The existing corporate culture would be more difficult to maintain, with more pressure to restructure the workplace and accommodate flex time, shorter hours, on-site daycare, and other family-friendly initiatives.


that currently affect women much more than men. Gender relations provide an essential analytic tool for understanding the structure of the paid workplace, forcing us to consider its masculine and patriarchal organization and its meaning for both sexes, instead of trying to fit women awkwardly into existing male-centred accounts of economic life.

Our understanding of conflict and violence is also transformed when re-examined through a feminist lens. Traditional accounts of conflict in B.C. concentrate on political and industrial action and interracial clashes for their awareness of the meaning, outcome, and remedy for conflict. Males are overwhelmingly portrayed as the instigators, perpetrators, and victims of these struggles, but how their notions of masculinity contribute to the particulars and dynamics of their experience have gone unexamined. This omission occurs despite the fact that many participants have a strong sense of masculinity being on the line, picket or otherwise, which has no doubt added to the fierceness and complexity of many confrontations. While public battles of every kind have monopolized texts by Martin Robin and others, it is also clear, even from partial reporting, that relationships of trust provide the context for most injury, physical and otherwise.

A study of criminal offences in turn-of-the-century B.C. illustrates the province's long history of sexual assault and the victimization of women and children. Women's organizations like the Women's Christian Temperance Union and Women Against Violence Against Women have pointed to the pervasiveness and influence of male violence against women and children. Right up to the present, B.C. shares with the rest of Canada a bleak history of an outrageous betrayal of trust by males in their roles as fathers, husbands, priests, teachers, and doctors.


50 See, for example, Martin Robin, The Company Province (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1972-3): 2 v.


53 Among the most notorious of recent cases are those of the psychiatrist James Tyhurst in B.C. and the Christian Brothers at the Mt. Cashel Orphanage in St. John's, Newfoundland. See
Family Violence, *Is Anyone LISTENING?*, confirms how gender and age help construct the proclivity to be victimized on the one hand and to become an aggressor on the other.\(^{54}\) The accompanying *Family Violence in Aboriginal Communities: A First Nations Report*, by Sharlene Frank, confirms that race is also important in increasing the likelihood that women and children will become targets.\(^{55}\) As a result, by the end of the 1980s some 50,000 to 70,000 B.C. school children are estimated to have witnessed violence against their mothers. At least another 171,000 female adults in the province have been, or will be, sexually assaulted at some point in their lives. Women are also very much more likely to be either injured or killed by their male partners than by strangers. In face of such evidence the persistent preoccupation in academic literature with the much more episodic events of class-based and interracial conflict needs, at the very least, re-examination. Racial conflict such as the 1907 anti-Japanese riots in Vancouver,\(^ {56}\) or industrial conflict such as the pitched battles between strikers and police in the early history of unionization in B.C.,\(^ {57}\) need to be placed in the context of a society which experiences widespread violent behaviour at the most intimate level. Many men have acted in the public world in ways they often knew well from their private relationships with women and children, leading us to recast conflict based on class or racial divisions from an aberration to behaviour in keeping with particular constructions of masculinity. The limited literature on women in situations of potential racial or class conflict also suggests that gender socialization is influential in shaping strategies different from those of men similarly located.\(^ {58}\)

---


This brief foray into contemporary feminist research illustrates how gender affects all spheres of social life and, once considered, forces us to reinterpret traditional explanations and approaches. Women and men are not isolated individuals, as classical liberalism would have us believe, but beings constructed on a daily basis as females and males within a complexity of gender, class, racial, and other social hierarchies. Gendered identities and power relations shape all aspects of social life, often in complex and contradictory ways, and never in isolation from other relations of power and privilege. Yet the common assumption that gender equals women, so its consideration can be confined to women’s studies, continues to produce research that resonates with uncritical masculinist thinking that is bound to result in partial understandings and flawed generalizations. The ghettoization of feminist approaches serves to reproduce the privileged position of men and malestream thought, while at the same time undermining the quest for more accurate research. At the very least, it is incumbent upon all serious scholars of British Columbia to listen to feminist scholars and to begin to ask how gender might affect the social processes, structures, and individual experiences that constitute their fields of expertise.